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Abstract

Objective—To date, there are no published guidelines to direct red blood cell (RBC) transfusion decision making specifically for critically ill children. We present the recommendations from the Pediatric Critical Care Transfusion and Anemia Expertise Initiative (TAXI).
**Design**—Consensus conference series of multidisciplinary, international experts in RBC transfusion management of critically ill children.

**Setting**—N/A.

**Intervention**—None.

**Subjects**—Children with, or children at risk for, critical illness who receive, or are at risk for receiving a RBC transfusion.

**Methods**—A panel of 38 content and 4 methodology experts met over the course of two years to develop evidence-based and when evidence lacking, expert consensus-based recommendations regarding decision making for RBC transfusion management and research priorities for transfusion in critically ill children. The experts focused on 9 specific populations of critically ill children: general, respiratory failure, non-hemorrhagic shock, non-life-threatening bleeding or hemorrhagic shock, acute brain injury, acquired/congenital heart disease, sickle cell/oncology/ transplant, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation/ventricular assist/ renal replacement support, and alternative processing. Data to formulate evidence-based and expert consensus recommendations was selected based on searches of PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Library from 1980 to May 2017. Agreement was obtained using the Research And Development/ University of California, Los Angeles (RAND UCLA) appropriateness method. Results were summarized using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) method.

**Measurements and Results**—The TAXI consensus conference developed and reached consensus on a total of 102 recommendations (57 clinical [20 evidence-based, 37 expert consensus], 45 research recommendations). All final recommendations met agreement, defined *a priori* as >80%. A decision tree to aid clinicians was created based on the clinical recommendations.

**Conclusions**—The TAXI recommendations provide important clinical guidance and applicable tools to avoid unnecessary RBC transfusions. Research recommendations identify areas of focus for future investigation to improve outcomes and safety for RBC transfusion.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Anemia is common in critically ill children, and is observed in 74% of patients with a length of stay in a pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) over 2 days (1). Anemia tolerance in this population has not been well studied. The transfusion of red blood cells (RBC) in the form of RBC units or whole blood units can be life-saving in hemorrhagic shock as well as in critically ill children with severe anemia (hemoglobin (Hb) levels <5.0 g/dL) (2–6). The immediate goal of RBC transfusion is to increase the Hb concentration of recipients, with the intent to improve oxygen delivery and oxygen consumption (7,8). However, over time, RBC storage may reduce oxygen delivery capacity to deliver oxygen, and RBC transfusion...
has been associated with morbidities and mortality, especially in the critically ill, raising important safety concerns (9). While infectious risks are low, non-infectious serious hazards of transfusion (NISHOT), such as transfusion-associated lung injury (TRALI) and transfusion-associated circulatory overload (TACO) are much more prevalent in critically ill children (10–14). Therefore, due to the risks of complications and the increased morbidity associated with transfusions, efforts are needed to ensure appropriate RBC transfusions decision-making.

Using a more restrictive, or lower Hb, RBC transfusion threshold for decision-making has been studied in critically ill children. In 2007, Lacroix and colleagues published the pivotal Transfusion strategies for Patients in Pediatric Intensive Care Units (TRIPICU) study, which compared a restrictive (Hb ≤7.0g/dL) to a liberal transfusion (Hb ≤9.5 g/dL) threshold in hemodynamically stable critically ill children (15). This multicenter international randomized controlled trial (RCT) enrolled 637 PICU patients and demonstrated that the restrictive transfusion strategy was as efficacious as liberal transfusion strategy based on similar new or progressive multiple organ dysfunction rates between study groups. Moreover, limiting RBC transfusion to children with Hb level ≤7.0 g/L reduced RBC transfusion incidence by half. An RCT published by Cholette et al that compared a restrictive vs. liberal RBC transfusion strategy (<9.0 vs. <13.0g/dL) in 60 children with cyanotic univentricular physiology, also showed that a restrictive strategy was non-inferior and reduced exposure to RBC transfusions (16). These seminal studies provide evidence that certain populations of critically ill children benefit from a restrictive approach towards RBC decision-making.

Despite evidence that a restrictive transfusion strategy in hemodynamically stable children is non-inferior and reduces exposure to blood products, multiple studies have shown that in practice, the Hb threshold is higher than the evidence indicates is needed, exposing additional children to the potential complications associated with RBC transfusion without any expectation of benefit (17–22). Multiple surveys and studies indicate that pediatric intensivists have only partially adopted a restrictive transfusion strategy (20–22). Furthermore, there remains a paucity of evidence to guide transfusion practice in critically ill children with hemodynamic instability. Guidelines for RBC transfusion practice in critically ill adults have been published (23), though the generalizability to critically ill children is uncertain. Pediatric RBC transfusion guidelines in 2004 have addressed RBC transfusion decision making in children (24), however despite additional data there have been no recent consensus statements or guidelines evaluating the practice of RBC transfusion specifically in critically ill children despite emerging data.

The need to update guidance for RBC transfusion decision making in critically ill children prompted the organization of the Pediatric Critical Care Transfusion and Anemia E xpertise Initiative (TAXI) through the Pediatric Critical Care Blood Research Network (BloodNet) and the Pediatric Acute Lung Injury and Investigators (PALISI) Network. The goals of the TAXI conference series were to bring together international, multidisciplinary experts to: 1) develop evidence-based and when evidence is lacking, expert-based consensus statements to guide transfusion and blood management practices, with the first series focusing on RBC transfusion practices for those caring for critically ill children, 2) to create an
implementation initiative in collaboration with implementation experts to develop specific strategies for adaptive dissemination and implementation into various clinical/research environments that would best ensure uptake, and 3) to develop future research priorities for study of RBC transfusion in critically ill children and foster international collaboration in pursuit of these goals.

METHODS

The methodology for TAXI was modeled after the Pediatric Acute Lung Injury Consensus Conference (PALICC) methodology (25) and followed the standards set by the Institute of Medicine for guideline development to create comprehensive evidence-based and when evidence was lacking, expert based recommendations for RBC decision-making in critically ill children. TAXI was proposed to and fully endorsed by the Pediatric Critical Care Blood Research Network (BloodNet). The focus on RBCs represents the first of multiple planned consensus series focused on developing guidelines for transfusion (e.g. RBC, plasma, platelets), and blood management decision-making in critically ill children. The TAXI Executive Committee, composed of two TAXI co-chairs, the BloodNet Executive Committee and evidence-based medicine experts from the Johns Hopkins Evidence-Based Practice Center provided oversight of the entire TAXI process. The details of the TAXI methodology and expert selection are fully described in this supplement of Pediatric Critical Care Medicine (26).

Briefly, the TAXI process included systematic reviews and three consensus meetings, with substantial work between meetings, conducted over the course of 2 years, with an overview provided in Figure 1. Thirty-eight content experts and 4 non-voting methodology and implementation experts, representing 8 countries, 29 academic institutions and 8 medical specialties, agreed and participated in all aspects of TAXI (Appendix 1).

During the first TAXI meeting, experts vetted and agreed upon the recommendation development methodology, common definitions, and the following 9 clinical subtopics: indications for RBC transfusion based on Hb and physiologic thresholds in critically ill children 1) in the general PICU population, with 2) respiratory failure, 3) non-hemorrhagic shock, 4) non-life threatening bleeding and hemorrhagic shock, 5) acute brain injury, 6) acquired and congenital heart disease, 7) sickle cell and oncologic disease, 8) support from extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), ventricular assist devices (VAD), renal replacement therapy (RRT), and 9) the use of alternative processing of blood products.

The experts agreed upon common definitions to apply to all subgroups reviews and recommendations, as follows: a) RBC transfusion - any transfusion of RBC, whatever the volume or the type of blood product (RBC units or whole blood) transfused; b) critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness - pediatric patients within an intensive care unit (ICU) which admits full term infants and any child up to at least 18 years of age; c) hemodynamically stable - mean arterial pressure is not less than 2 standard deviations below normal mean for age and cardiovascular support (vasopressors/inotropes and fluids) has not been increased in the last 2 hours, as defined in the TRIPICU study (15); d) severe pediatric acute respiratory distress syndrome (PARDS) - as defined by PALICC (27).
We conducted systematic review for the 9 subtopics and analyzed the evidence using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) methodology and the GRADEPRO™ tool, and is described in detail, (with tables for search terms number of papers included, etc.). in the TAXI methodology of this supplement (26).

The recommendations and supporting arguments were drafted after completion of the systematic reviews, discussed in depth, and revised during the second expert meeting (Figure 1). The strength, “strong” (level 1) or “weak” (level 2), was based on weighing the balance between benefits, risks, burden and the costs and the level of evidence, “high quality” or level A, “moderate quality evidence” or level B and “low quality evidence” or level C, was based on the certainty of the evidence. Recommendations without pediatric evidence were presented with justification and rationale by the subgroups for expert consensus. Using the Research And Development/University of California, Los Angeles (RAND/UCLA) appropriateness method (28), the recommendations were scored anonymously using an online tool (Survey Monkey). Agreement was defined a priori as 80% of the experts rating the recommendation a 7, 8, or 9. Recommendations that did not achieve agreement were returned to the respective subgroup experts with the associated comments from the voting process for revision and subsequent re-scoring. All recommendations met >80% agreement after the 2nd round of scoring. During the third expert meeting, the recommendations were presented and any changes made to the recommendations were re-scored to confirm that the changes did not alter the intention of the recommendation. A total of 3 rounds of voting were performed.

Finally, TAXI was dedicated to formulating a TAXI decision tree, formalizing implementation goals and strategies to best support uptake into the pediatric critical care and transfusion medicine communities (29), as well as discussing TAXI research priorities. During the third meeting, a full day was dedicated to discussion/development of both implementation strategies (30) and knowledge gaps in RBC transfusion decision making to guide future research priorities.

RESULTS

The consensus recommendations of TAXI are presented below. All justifications, literature supporting the recommendations from the systematic review, as well as discussion of research priorities within the 9 subgroups are presented in separate subgroup manuscripts in a supplement of Pediatric Critical Care Medicine (31–39). The subgroups developed, scored and finalized 100 recommendations (55 specific clinical recommendations, and 45 research recommendations, which are presented separately, by subgroup) and 2 good practice statements, of which all met a priori > 80% agreement. Of the 119 recommendations initially developed, 95% (n=113) met agreement after the first round and the remaining 5% met agreement after the second round of voting. Nineteen recommendations were subsequently removed for redundancy. The level of evidence (GRADE) is provided for recommendations that are evidence-based. Voting data (median and interquartile range [IQR]) are provided with each recommendation. Recommendations without direct pediatric evidence, but included based on strong expert opinion, are labeled as “consensus panel expertise”. The TAXI experts placed value on avoiding the rare, but potentially serious
complications of RBC transfusion, therefore when evidence suggested no harm from transfusion, a restrictive decision-making strategy was recommended. The RBC transfusion Good Practice Statements, created by the TAXI experts, apply to all critically ill patients, when deciding to transfuse an individual patient. The TAXI consensus recommendations will not apply to all individual transfusion decisions and are not intended to be an absolute standard for transfusion decision making.

**Good Practice Statements (31)**

1. When deciding to transfuse an individual critically ill child, we recommend considering not only the Hb concentration, but also the overall clinical context (e.g. symptoms, signs, physiological markers, laboratory results) and the risks, benefits, and alternatives to transfusion. Consensus panel expertise, Voting Data (n=29): 97% Agreement (n=29), Median 9, IQR 9-9

2. In critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness, we recommend measuring a Hb concentration before prescribing each RBC transfusion; knowledge of Hb concentration is not required before RBC transfusion if the patient has life threatening bleeding. Consensus panel expertise, Voting Data (n=35): 100% Agreement, Median 9, IQR 8-9

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the General Critically Ill Child Based on Hemoglobin and Physiologic Thresholds (31)**

The following recommendations are focused on transfusion decision-making in the general critically ill child and exclude the eight specific subpopulations of critically ill children discussed further in this text.

1.1 In critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness we recommend a RBC transfusion if the Hb concentration is <5 g/dL. Strong recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (1C), 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

1.2 In critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness, we cannot recommend a specific RBC transfusion decision-making strategy that is based upon physiologic metrics and biomarkers. Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, n=35, Median 8, IQR 8-9

1.3 In critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness, who are hemodynamically stable and who have an Hb concentration ≥7 g/dL, we recommend not administering a RBC transfusion. Strong recommendation, Moderate quality pediatric evidence (1B), 97% Agreement, (n=29), Median 9, IQR 8-9

1.4 In critically ill children with acute post-operative non-hemorrhagic anemia (excluding cardiac surgery), who are hemodynamically stable, we recommend not administering a RBC transfusion if the Hb concentration is ≥7 g/dL. Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 93% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 8-9

1.5 There is insufficient evidence to make a recommendation regarding transfusion thresholds for critically ill children who have an Hb concentration between 5 and 7 g/dL.
However, it is reasonable to consider transfusion based on clinical judgment in these children. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=29), Median 9, IQR 9-9

1.6 In critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness who are hemodynamically stable, we recommend that the post-transfusion goal be to relieve the indication for transfusion and not necessarily achieve normal Hb for age. A reasonable Hb goal post-transfusion is a range between 7.0 g/dL and 9.5 g/dL. Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 96% Agreement, (n=28), Median 8, IQR 8-9

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child with Respiratory Failure (32)**

2.1 We recommend RBC transfusion for critically ill children with respiratory failure who have an Hb concentration < 5g/dL. Strong recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (1C), 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9 IQR 8-9

2.2 In critically ill children with respiratory failure who do not have severe acute hypoxemia, a chronic cyanotic condition or hemolytic anemia, and whose hemodynamic status is stable we recommend not administering a RBC transfusion if the Hb concentration is ≥ 7 g/dL. Strong recommendation, Moderate quality pediatric evidence (1B), 100% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8.5, IQR 8-9

2.3 In critically ill children with respiratory failure who have severe hypoxemia, we cannot make a recommendation regarding optimal RBC transfusion strategy. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 8-9

2.4 There is insufficient evidence to make a recommendation regarding transfusion thresholds for critically ill children with respiratory failure who have an Hb concentration between 5–7 g/dL. However, it is reasonable to consider transfusion based on clinical judgment in these children. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9 IQR 8-9

2.5 We cannot recommend a specific RBC transfusion decision-making strategy using physiologic based metrics and biomarkers in critically ill children with respiratory failure. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child With Non-Hemorrhagic Shock (33)**

3.1 In critically ill children with non-hemorrhagic shock, we recommend to consider all possible strategies to augment oxygen delivery and decrease oxygen demand and not RBC transfusion alone. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9 IQR 8-9

3.2 We cannot recommend a specific RBC transfusion decision-making strategy using physiologic based metrics and biomarkers in critically ill children with non-hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

3.3 We cannot make a recommendation regarding transfusion thresholds for critically ill children with unstable non-hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

*Pediatr Crit Care Med. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 September 01.*
3.4 In hemodynamically stable critically ill children with a diagnosis of severe sepsis or septic shock, we recommend not administering a RBC transfusion if the Hb concentration is ≥7 g/dL. Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 96% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 8-9

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child With Non-Life Threatening Bleeding or Hemorrhagic Shock (34)**

4.1 In critically ill children with non-life threatening bleeding, we recommend that a RBC transfusion should be given for an Hb concentration <5 g/dL. Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

4.2 In critically ill children with non-life threatening bleeding, we recommend that a RBC transfusion should be considered for an Hb concentration between 5–7 g/dL. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

4.3 In critically ill children with hemorrhagic shock, we suggest that RBCs, plasma and platelets be transfused empirically in ratios between 2:1:1 to 1:1:1 for RBCs:plasma:platelets until the bleeding is no longer life-threatening. Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child With Acute Brain Injury (35)**

5.1 In critically ill children with acute brain injury (e.g., trauma, stroke) a RBC transfusion could be considered if the Hb concentration falls between 7 – 10 g/dL. Consensus panel expertise, 90% Agreement, (n=30), Median 8, IQR 7-8

5.2 In critically ill children with acute brain injury (e.g., trauma, stroke), we cannot recommend the use of brain oxygen monitoring in determining when to administer a RBC transfusion. Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8 IQR 8-8

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child With Acquired and Congenital Heart Disease (36)**

**Good Practice Statements**—6.1 In children with cardiac disease we recommend optimization of all the components contributing to oxygen delivery, including but not limited to achievement/maintenance of: normal sinus rhythm and/or heart rate control, optimal preload and contractility, optimal right ventricular and left ventricular afterload, adequate oxygenation and/or reduction of oxygen demand, as appropriate before initiation of RBC transfusion, except in the case of hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

6.2 For all children with congenital and acquired heart disease, the benefits and risks of transfusion must be considered before transfusion. Whenever possible, adoption of blood sparing and conservation procedures and guidelines should be implemented. Consensus panel expertise, 93% Agreement, (n=30), Median 8, IQR 8-9

6.3 In children undergoing cardiac surgery (repair or palliation) or heart transplants, when deciding to transfuse, we recommend considering not only the Hb concentration but also the
overall clinical context (e.g. symptoms, signs, physiological markers, laboratory results) and the risk, benefits, and alternatives to transfusion. *Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9*

6.4 In infants and children with congenital heart disease we recommend investigating and treating pre-operative anemia in addition to implementing transfusion/blood management guidelines/blood conservation practices. *Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9*

6.5 In hemodynamically stable infants and children with CHD and adequate oxygenation (for their cardiac lesion) and normal end organ function who are awaiting cardiac surgery, we recommend that the risks, benefits, and alternatives of RBC transfusions must be carefully considered when deciding to give an RBC transfusion. *Consensus panel expertise, 85% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 7.25-9*

**Clinical recommendations**—6.6 In children with documented right or left ventricular myocardial dysfunction (acquired or congenital), there is insufficient evidence to support transfusion to target a specific Hb concentration. Furthermore, there is no evidence that transfusion above an Hb level > 10 g/dL is beneficial. *Consensus panel expertise, 83% Agreement, (n=30), Median 8 IQR 7.25-8.75*

6.7 In children with structurally normal heart and idiopathic or acquired pulmonary hypertension, (defined as a mean pulmonary arterial pressure > 25 mmHg with normal pulmonary capillary wedge pressure) there is insufficient evidence to support transfusion to target a specific Hb concentration. Furthermore, there is no evidence that transfusion above an Hb level > 10 g/dL is beneficial. *Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9*

6.8 In hemodynamically stable critically ill infants and children with uncorrected CHD, we recommend RBC transfusion to maintain an Hb concentration of at least 7.0–9.0 g/dL depending on the degree of cardiopulmonary reserve. *Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 81% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 7-8*

6.9 In infants and children undergoing cardiac surgery, we recommend development and adoption of intra- and postoperative blood-sparing and blood conservation procedures and guidelines with the goal of reducing the number and volume of RBCs transfused (pump prime, on cardio-pulmonary bypass (CPB), after separation from CPB, and post-op), and limiting donor exposures and other blood component transfusions. *Strong recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (1C), 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8*

6.10 In infants undergoing stage 1 palliation procedures (Norwood, Damus-Kaye-Stansel, Blalock-Taussig or central shunt, or pulmonary artery band) for single ventricle physiology who have stable hemodynamics, and adequate oxygenation (for their cardiac lesion) and normal end organ function we recommend avoiding reflexive (“solely Hb-based”) RBC transfusions if the Hb concentration is >9.0 g/dL. *Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C) 96% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 7-9*
6.11 In hemodynamically stable infants and children with single ventricle physiology undergoing stage 2 and 3 procedures with adequate oxygen delivery we recommend not administering a RBC transfusion if the Hb concentration is >9 g/dL. **Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 96% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 8-9**

6.12 In infants and children with CHD undergoing biventricular repair who are hemodynamically stable and have adequate oxygenation and normal end organ function, we recommend not administering a RBC transfusion if the Hb concentration is ≥7.0 g/dL. **Strong recommendation, Moderate quality pediatric evidence (1B), 100% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8.5, IQR 7-9**

6.13 Standard issue RBC transfusions should be utilized in children with acquired or congenital heart disease as there are insufficient data supporting the transfusion of RBCs of shortened storage age in this population. **Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 93% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 8-9**

### Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child With Hematologic and Oncologic Diagnoses (37)

**Sickle Cell Disease**—7.1 In children with sickle cell disease who are critically ill or those at risk of critical illness, we recommend RBC transfusion to achieve a target Hb concentration of 10 g/dL (rather than a hemoglobin S (HbS) of <30%) prior to a surgical procedure requiring general anesthesia. **Strong recommendation, Moderate quality pediatric evidence (1B), 96% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 8-9**

7.2 In children with sickle cell disease who are critically ill or at risk of critical illness, there is insufficient evidence to recommend an optimal Hb concentration threshold or percent HbS for RBC transfusion prior to minor surgical procedures. **Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9**

7.3 In children with sickle cell disease and acute chest syndrome (ACS) who are critically ill, we recommend an exchange transfusion over a simple (non-exchange) transfusion if the child’s condition is deteriorating (based on clinical judgment); otherwise a simple (non-exchange) RBC transfusion is recommended. **Strong recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (1C), 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9**

7.4 In children with sickle cell disease and pulmonary hypertension who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, there is insufficient evidence to recommend the optimal Hb concentration threshold or percent HbS for RBC transfusion or the method of RBC transfusion. **Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9**

7.5 In children with sickle cell disease and acute stroke who are critically ill, there is insufficient evidence to recommend the optimal Hb concentration threshold or percent HbS for RBC transfusion; the preferred method of RBC transfusion is exchange transfusion if instituted quickly. **Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9**

**Oncologic Disease**—7.6 In children with oncologic diagnoses who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, and hemodynamically stable, we suggest an Hb concentration of 7–8
g/dL be considered a threshold for RBC transfusion. Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C) 88% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 7-8

**Bone Marrow Transplantation**—7.7 In children undergoing hematopoietic stem cell transplant who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, and are hemodynamically stable, we suggest a Hb concentration of 7–8 g/dL be considered a threshold for RBC transfusion. Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C) 88% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 7-8

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child Receiving Support from extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), ventricular assist device (VAD) and renal replacement therapy (RRT) (38)**

**ECMO**—8.1 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend reporting Hb concentration, rather than hematocrit, for RBC transfusion threshold algorithms. Consensus panel expertise 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

8.2 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend measuring Hb concentration before all RBC transfusion, unless the patient experiences life-threatening bleeding. Consensus panel expertise. 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

8.3 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend that adoption of blood sparing and conservation procedures and guidelines should be implemented. Consensus panel expertise. Voting Data (n=35): 94% Agreement, Median 8, IQR 8-9

8.4 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend taking measures to minimize the number of donor exposures. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

8.5 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend that all RBC exposure within circuit prime be reported in pediatric ECMO transfusion studies and quality improvement projects. Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

8.6 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend using physiologic metrics and biomarkers of oxygen delivery in addition to Hb concentration to guide RBC transfusion. Administration of a RBC transfusion should be based on evidence of inadequate cardiorespiratory support or decreased systemic and/or regional oxygen delivery. Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

8.7 In critically ill children on ECMO, there is insufficient evidence to recommend a specific RBC transfusion decision-making strategy using physiologic-based metrics and biomarkers. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

**VAD**—8.8 In critically ill children on VAD support, we recommend using physiologic metrics and biomarkers of oxygen delivery in addition to Hb concentration to guide RBC transfusion. Administration of a RBC transfusion should be based on evidence of inadequate
cardiorespiratory support or decreased systemic and/or regional oxygen delivery. Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

8.9 In critically ill children on RRT support, we recommend using the smallest circuit size that will provide adequate RRT whilst minimizing a driver for RBC transfusion specific to RRT (i.e., loss of blood volume that arises with circuit dysfunction/replacement of the circuit). Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9 IQR 8-9

8.10 In critically ill children on RRT support who are hemodynamically stable with optimized intravascular volume status and no evidence of inadequate oxygen delivery or bleeding, we recommend not routinely administering a RBC transfusion if the Hb concentration is >7 g/dL. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

Selection and Processing of RBC Components in Critically Ill Children (39)

9.1 We recommend the use of irradiated cellular blood components for all critically ill children at risk for transfusion-associated graft versus host disease (ta-GVHD) due to severe congenital or acquired causes of immune deficiency. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

9.2 We recommend the use of irradiated cellular blood components for all critically ill children when the blood donor is a blood relative of the child. Strong recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (1C), 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

9.3 We recommend the use of the washed cellular blood components and avoidance of other plasma containing products (e.g. plasma, cryoprecipitate, etc.) for critically ill children with history of severe allergic reactions or anaphylaxis to blood transfusions, although patient factors appear to be critically important in the pathogenesis. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=29), Median 9, IQR 8-9

9.4 For critically ill children with a history of severe allergic transfusion reaction(s), we recommend considering evaluation of allergic stigmata (anti-IgA antibodies in IgA deficient individuals, anti-haptoglobin antibodies—using a pre-transfusion specimen) prior to RBC transfusion. Consensus panel expertise, 96% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8, IQR 8-9

9.5 In critically ill children with suspected or documented severe IgA deficiency (undetectable), evidence of Anti-IgA antibodies, and/or a history of a severe transfusion reaction, we recommend using IgA deficient blood components obtained either from an IgA deficient donor and/or washed cellular components. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=29), Median 8.5, IQR 8-9


**TAXI Research Recommendations**

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the General Critically Ill Child Based on Hemoglobin and Physiologic Thresholds (31)**

R1.1 In critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness, we recommend creating clinical research programs specifically designed to determine the efficacy and safety of transfusion decision-making based upon physiologic metrics and biomarkers. *Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9*

R1.2 In children with critical illness or at risk for critical illness, we recommend investigation that identifies and evaluates biomarkers and/or physiologic measures that characterize anemia intolerance. *Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9*

R1.3 We recommend investigation to determine biomarkers or physiologic measures that identify anemia intolerance, defined as threat to O$_2$ delivery and/or O$_2$ consumption homeostasis, and manifested as an increase in global anaerobic metabolism. *Consensus panel expertise 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9*

R1.4 We recommend investigation that identifies and evaluates biomarkers and/or physiologic metrics of anemia intolerance specific to individual vital organs, which may be present and indicate patient-specific likelihood of benefit from transfusion, even in the absence of measures indicating systemic impairment of O$_2$ delivery and/or O$_2$ consumption homeostasis. *Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9*

R1.5 We recommend undertaking future studies aiming to identify the appropriate Hb concentration to guide administration of a RBC transfusion in hemodynamically unstable critically ill children. *Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9*

R1.6 We recommend undertaking future studies aiming to identify the appropriate Hb concentration to guide administration of a RBC transfusion in subpopulations of hemodynamically stable critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness. *Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9*

R1.7 We recommend undertaking future studies aiming to identify the appropriate Hb concentration to guide administration of a RBC transfusion in hemodynamically stable critically ill children or those at risk for critical illness, when the Hb level is between 5 g/dL and 7 g/dL. *Consensus panel expertise, 83% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 7-8*

R1.8 We recommend investigation that will inform priority (e.g. sequencing) of RBC transfusion relative to other interventions, which may either: (a) improve anemia tolerance or (b) improve O$_2$ delivery homeostasis by supporting physiologic compensation for anemia. *Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9*

R1.9 In addition to investigation of physiologic metrics and biomarkers likely to indicate patient-specific likelihood of benefit of transfusion in patients with anemia, we recommend...
investigation that seeks evidence of patient-specific likelihood of harm from transfusion (both acute and long term). Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R1.10 We recommend investigations that seek evidence on thresholds or triggers that would tell practitioners that the risk/benefit ratio tolerating anemia is higher that the risk/benefit ratio of giving a RBC transfusion in critically ill children. Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35) Median 9, IQR 8-9

R1.11 We recommend investigation that seeks evidence that, once the decision to transfuse has been made, will inform a titrated approach to administering RBCs, to maintain the risk of transfusion as low as reasonably achievable, while monitoring for resolution of the original indication for transfusion. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child with Respiratory Failure (32)**

R2.1 We recommend future studies to evaluate the utility of physiologic markers of oxygen consumption and oxygen delivery that can guide RBC transfusion decisions for critically ill children with respiratory failure. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R2.2 We recommend further studies to determine the risk, benefits and alternatives of transfusion in unstable anemic children with respiratory failure, in particular if associated with severe hypoxemia or hemodynamic instability. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child with Non-Hemorrhagic Shock (33)**

R3.1 We recommend future studies to evaluate the utility of physiologic markers of oxygen debt and oxygen delivery in conjunction with hemoglobin-based targets to guide RBC transfusion decisions for critically ill children with non-hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R3.2 We recommend future studies to determine optimum transfusion thresholds for critically ill children with non-hemorrhagic shock undergoing acute resuscitation. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R3.3 The relative risks, benefits and alternatives of RBC transfusion to augment oxygen delivery remain unclear and should be the subject of future studies in critically ill children with non-hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R3.4 We recommend future studies to determine long-term effects of anemia in children with non-hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9
Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child with Non-Life Threatening and Hemorrhagic Shock (34)

R4.1 In children with non-life threatening bleeding, we recommend future studies to develop physiologic and laboratory measures to indicate the need for RBC transfusions. Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

R4.2 We recommend future studies to determine if goal directed hemostatic resuscitation improves survival compared to an empiric ratio approach in critically ill children with hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

R4.3 We recommend future studies to determine if low titer group O whole blood is more efficacious and safe compared to reconstituted whole blood with components for critically ill children with hemorrhagic shock. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child with Acute Brain Injury (35)

R5.1 In critically ill children with acute brain injury (e.g., trauma, stroke), we recommend further clinical trials testing the transfusion threshold or Hb concentration that has the best long-term functional outcomes. In particular, specific populations need to be studied separately (e.g., trauma, stroke) since the physiology of oxygen delivery and extraction may differ. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R5.2 In critically ill children with acute brain injury (e.g., trauma, stroke), we recommend further clinical physiology studies to evaluate whether there is a role for brain oxygen monitoring in informing the decision whether to transfuse RBCs. Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child with Acquired and Congenital Heart Disease (36)

R6.1 We recommend further studies to determine the risks and benefits of RBC transfusion in critically ill children with documented right or left ventricular myocardial dysfunction (acquired or congenital). Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R6.2 We recommend further studies to determine the risks and benefits of transfusion in critically ill children with structurally normal hearts and idiopathic or acquired pulmonary hypertension (defined as a mean pulmonary arterial pressure > 25 mmHg with normal pulmonary capillary wedge pressure). Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9

R6.3 We recommend further studies in infants and children with CHD undergoing cardiac surgery to determine the impact of pre-operative anemia management on perioperative RBC transfusions and outcomes. Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9
R6.4 In infants and children undergoing cardiac surgery with CPB, further research is needed to determine the benefits and risks associated with the administration of RBC to the CPB-prime, on-bypass and after separation of CPB. **Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8–9**

R6.5 In infants and children undergoing cardiac surgery further studies are needed to investigate the complex relationship between anemia, RBC transfusion, oxygen delivery and utilization and outcomes; with focus on which patient subgroups may benefit from, or be harmed by RBC transfusion. **Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8–9**

R6.6 We recommend that clinical trials on RBC transfusion in pediatric cardiac surgery report the volume of RBC transfused and number of donor exposures. **Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8–9**

R6.7 Further studies are needed in infants undergoing stage 1 surgical palliations for single ventricle physiology on Hb concentration and physiologic indications for RBC transfusion. **Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8–9**

R6.8 In children with acquired heart disease or CHD, further studies are warranted to determine if RBC storage time impacts clinical outcomes. **Weak recommendation, Low quality pediatric evidence (2C), 90% Agreement, (n=30), Median 8, IQR 8–9**

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child With Hematologic and Oncologic Diagnoses (37)**

**Thalassemia**—R7.1 In critically ill children with thalassemia, we recommend undertaking well-designed registries or expanding current initiatives to determine measures and limits of anemia tolerance, examine current practice, and define clinical outcomes to inform future research investigating the risks, benefits and alternatives of RBC transfusion practice. **Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=29), Median 9, IQR 8–9**

**Sickle Cell Disease**—R7.2 In children with sickle cell disease who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, we recommend a well-designed registry or enhancement of existing network databases to further clarify optimal transfusion management. **Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8–9**

R7.3 In children with sickle cell disease who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, we recommend future research studies to evaluate the optimal Hb concentration threshold and/or percent HbS to guide RBC transfusion decisions prior to minor surgical procedures. **Consensus panel expertise, (n=35): 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8–9**

**Auto- or Allo-immune Hemolytic Anemia**—R7.4 In children with auto- and/or allo-immune mediated hemolytic anemia who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, we recommend undertaking well-designed registries to determine measures and limits of anemia tolerance, examine current practice, and define clinical outcomes to inform future
research investigating the risks, benefits and alternatives of RBC transfusion practice.  
Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=29), Median 9, IQR 8-9

**Oncologic Disease**—R7.5 In children with oncologic disease who are critically ill or at risk of critical illness, we recommend undertaking well-designed registries or expanding current initiatives to inform future research investigating the risks, benefits and alternatives of transfusion practice. **Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=29), Median 9, IQR 8-9**

**Radiation Therapy (XRT)**—R7.6 In children receiving emergency radiation therapy (XRT) who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, we recommend exploration of existing databases to investigate the impact of Hb concentration and RBC transfusion on disease response, survival and other toxicities to inform creation of contemporary registries to investigate these associations. **Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9**

**Bone Marrow Transplantation**—R7.7 In children undergoing HSCT who are critically ill or at risk for critical illness, we recommend undertaking well-designed registries or expanding current initiatives to inform future research investigating the risks, benefits and alternatives of transfusion practice. **Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=29), Median 9, IQR 8-9**

**Indications for RBC Transfusion for the Critically Ill Child Receiving Support from extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), ventricular assist device (VAD) and renal replacement therapy (RRT)** (38)

**ECMO**—R8.1 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend that Hb concentrations and correlations with physiologic indications for RBC transfusion be studied to determine minimum thresholds for safety and efficacy of RBC transfusion. **Consensus panel expertise, 97% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9**

R8.2 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend undertaking future studies of oxygen delivery/consumption markers (e.g., mixed venous saturation, cerebral oximetry, somatic oximetry, etc.) in patients maintained at different Hb thresholds. Such studies will aim to determine the optimal physiologic thresholds for RBC transfusion during pediatric ECMO. **Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 9, IQR 8-9**

R8.3 In critically ill children who suffer from cardiac arrest pre-ECMO (i.e., extracorporeal cardiopulmonary resuscitation [ECPR]) and critically ill children with acute neurologic injury during ECMO (e.g., embolic stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, etc.), we recommend undertaking future studies for RBC transfusion strategies that optimize neuroprotection and recovery. **Consensus panel expertise, 91% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9**

R8.4 In critically ill children on ECMO, we recommend undertaking future studies of the types of RBC manipulations and attributes and their impact on outcomes (e.g., storage duration, irradiation, leukoreduction, filtration, matching for CMV/EBV serologic status,
extended minor antigen matching, washing, etc.). Consensus panel expertise, 94% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

VAD—R8.5 In critically ill children on VAD support, we recommend undertaking future studies of oxygen delivery/consumption markers (e.g., mixed venous saturation, cerebral oximetry, somatic oximetry, etc.). Such studies will aim to determine the optimal physiologic thresholds for RBC transfusion during pediatric VAD support. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8.5, IQR 8-9

R8.6 In critically ill children on VAD/ECMO support, we recommend undertaking future studies to determine the impact of RBC transfusions on allo-sensitization, success of organ acquisition and/or risk of rejection. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

R8.7 In critically ill children on VAD support, we recommend undertaking future studies of the types of RBC manipulations and attributes and their impact on outcomes (e.g., storage duration, irradiation, leukoreduction, filtration, matching for CMV/EBV serologic status, extended minor antigen matching, washing, etc.). Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

RRT—R8.8 In critically ill children on RRT support, we recommend undertaking future studies to determine how to optimize RRT length of use and hence minimize blood loss due to RRT circuit change/replacement. Consensus panel expertise, 100% Agreement, (n=35), Median 8, IQR 8-9

DISCUSSION

The breadth of recommendations presented in this manuscript aims to provide a comprehensive guide to RBC transfusion in a wide range of pediatric patients cared for in PICUs across the world. The goal of TAXI was to focus on the various subpopulations of children who have the highest risk of becoming anemic and receiving the most transfusions. TAXI used our best means of providing clear transfusion decision-making tools for PICU practitioners. The results of this effort have led to a combination of general guidance good practice statements, specific clinical recommendations backed by pediatric evidence, and a keen awareness of many areas still in need of evidence before any recommendation can be made.

The good practice statements are general principles that should apply to all clinical scenarios when a transfusion is being considered. Hb concentration can only be considered a surrogate marker of the capacity for oxygen delivery in critically ill children, so using it alone to determine RBC transfusion must be cautioned. The degree of compensation for anemia or anemia tolerance for critically ill patients through physiological metrics should factor into decision-making. The need for thoughtful consideration of the risks and benefits of RBC transfusion has become increasingly necessary, as the untoward effects of RBC transfusions, such as NISHOT, have emerged, particularly in the critically ill (10–14). The limitations of donor RBC’s to improve oxygen delivery deficits in the critically ill also have become more
apparent (40), hence the recommendation to enhance all other means of improving oxygen delivery or decreasing oxygen demand prior to RBC transfusion. These good practice statements all seek to highlight a major tenet of patient blood management principles: avoid unnecessary RBC transfusions (41).

The clinical recommendations supported by pediatric evidence are presented across the various subgroups. The decision tree, displayed in Figure 2, summarizes these specific recommendations. It is important to highlight that only studies conducted in children were used to support our recommendations. That limited our data significantly, as much more adult data are available, but also strengthened our conclusions for children. Important data on RBC transfusions in critically ill children exist and provide high GRADE evidence that “restrictive” RBC transfusion practices in certain populations are safe and tolerated and decrease RBC transfusion events and volume.

Using Hb values to inform RBC transfusion decision-making remains the most common factor for pediatric intensivists (1) and has been the focus of most research on the topic. A Hb concentration <5 g/dL should always be seen as a threshold for RBC transfusion (except in the case of auto- or allo-immune hemolytic anemia) due to increased mortality noted in children with such a low Hb (2–6). When the hemoglobin level falls between 5.0 and 7.0 g/dL, it is unclear if the benefits outweigh the risks of RBC transfusion, necessitating further study. If the Hb concentration is equal to or above 7 g/dL and the patient is hemodynamically stable, then there are few situations where a transfusion is recommended (15,16, 42–45). In fact, our recommendations state to not transfuse children if the Hb is that high. Those few situations where a higher Hb may be preferred, such as single ventricle physiology, sickle cell disease with acute chest syndrome, oncology or HSCT patients, hemorrhagic and non-hemorrhagic shock, and acute brain injury, are highlighted above. These recommendations can be considered an adoption of a broad based restrictive RBC transfusion approach, also in line with the principles of patient blood management.

The TAXI recommendations have many similarities to those published in adults (23). Restrictive transfusion practices were first studied and found safe in critically ill adults (46) and has led to multiple large-scale adult studies solidifying the practice of lower Hb thresholds prior to RBC transfusion (47). Due to the inability to practically repeat many such studies in children, it is reassuring that the available pediatric data confirm and corroborate the adult findings. Subgroups incorporated adult data into their long text recommendation justification to provide a framework of available information. When stated, some adult data were used to inform expert consensus, if pediatric data were not available.

Our decision tree outlining the major recommendations of TAXI provides the first step in translating our recommendations into usable tools to improve uptake at the bedside. The TAXI implementation experts provided ongoing support, editing, and guidance on recommendation development (30, 48–50). We were thoughtful about dissemination of these recommendations, our target audience (primarily critical care practitioners, blood bankers), and publication strategy. The support of a broad range of organizations, such as BloodNet, PALISI, AABB, Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM), Society for the Advancement of Blood Management (SABM), National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
(NICHD) and National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) ensure that our recommendations will be broadly accepted and adopted. We plan to continue to update the recommendations using our on-line repository of published literature as new data emerges. Important research continues to be conducted on this topic and will need to be integrated on an ongoing basis.

As can be noted from our recommendations, almost half are considered research. This was deliberate to 1) highlight what is not known in children, and 2) galvanize the research community to help answer these important RBC transfusion questions. A major theme of our research recommendations is an emphasis on anemia tolerance in children and finding other means of RBC transfusion indication besides Hb. Other physiological metrics easily obtainable from children need to be studied to help guide RBC transfusions decisions, as well as to allow following the amelioration of these indications after transfusion. We are aware of the difficulties of conducting clinical trials in critically ill children, but feel that we must encourage primary pediatric data to guide future recommendations. The funding priorities for research in RBC transfusions can hopefully be aligned with these recommendations. It is encouraging to see the research focus complement other efforts in pediatrics, such as the NHLBI state of the science initiative (51).

The strengths of TAXI are that it is the first consensus series to convene a group of international and multidisciplinary experts to use standardized guideline development principles to develop recommendations on RBC transfusion in critically ill children. It was a rigorous, large scale, formal systematic review with expert consensus achieved through multiple rounds of debate and refinement. Agreement of over 80% of our experts allows the recommendations to be highly acceptable to the pediatric critical care community. We engaged expertise from evidence-based and implementation science specialists to ensure that our systematic review of the literature and recommendation formation were performed according to published standards.

The TAXI recommendations are limited by the paucity of pediatric data in many subpopulations. There was heavy reliance on a few seminal articles that were applicable across multiple subpopulations. Other aspects of RBC transfusion, such as storage age of blood, volume of RBC to transfuse, whole blood factors, or RBC transfusion in active resuscitation could not be addressed. Expert consensus for clinical recommendations must always be appropriately scrutinized for legitimacy. Our systematic approach, standardized procedures, and careful objective guidance of TAXI participants provide reassurance and validity to the final product. Study design for answering some of the research recommendations could be a significant challenge. TAXI’s effort on RBC’s alone was also deliberate to allow for a focused approach to our recommendations. Similar efforts are needed in other blood products, such as platelets or plasma. TAXI’s RBC initiative is considered phase 1 of a comprehensive blood management program through BloodNet that will seek in the near future to engage experts in these other blood products to guide their use in children.
CONCLUSIONS

The TAXI Consensus Conference recommendations have the potential to impact global RBC transfusion practices for critically ill children. TAXI has developed pediatric specific recommendations regarding RBC transfusion management in the critically ill child across a variety of patient subpopulation, as well as recommendations to help guide future research priorities. Clinical recommendations emphasized relevant Hb thresholds and research recommendations emphasized a need for further understanding of anemia tolerance, physiological thresholds, alternatives to RBC transfusion, and Hb thresholds in populations with no pediatric literature. TAXI plans to continue to improve transfusion practices and ultimately outcomes in critically ill children receiving or at risk to receive an RBC transfusion by continuing to update its recommendations as new data emerges.
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